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INTRODUCT_.._N

. (a) Technological Importance

The introduction of molecular beam epitax_ (MBE) and metal_c chemical vapor depo-

sition 2 (I_)CVD) has permitted the engineering of hetertm:ructures from multilayer cases to single

quantum wells. The additional procedure of modular.ion doping introduced by Stormer, Dingle, Gc_

sard and Wiegmann 3 has permitted mobilitia of the order of 106cm2/ V sec to be attained. "Band

structure engineering" haz also enhanced the pmmbilitiu for consu-ucr.ion of semi-conductorlaser_

A large number of devicm based on these techniques has caused the physics of film hetercs-

tructures to be a field of intense study."

Among the topics of mwrest to us are hot electron effects, electron-phonon interactions and

resonant tunneling. As the dimension of devices shrink, ordinary voltages lead to strong fields and

hot electrons. They also lead to devices whose dimension is not much larger than the mean free

path. Thus ballistic, or quasi-ballistic transport becomes important.

(b) Transport in Small Systems

We have recently explored the _-'ansportof"phonons in GaPs at sufficiently low temperaturm

that the slab thickness is just several mean free paths,s Our Monte Carlo results, m the re_e m

which down-conversion can be neglected, have led to sufficient insight to lead to a useful, approxi-

mate R_alytic model These results should be of use iu other problems as the transiv.ionis made from

diffusive to ballistic translxrt. A copy of • preliminary report is enclosed.

(c) Quui - 2D Systems

iElectron-phonon interactions m • single quantum well or m a heterm_zuczurecan, to a fir_

apFroximarJon be regarded as an mtermction between • two-dimensional (2D) electron and thi'ee-

dimensional (31)) phonons. This remark also sppLies to electrons (or holes) in inversion laye_ or MOS

structuresL Peter Prices recognized that physical answers m such • situation depend on the effec-Live

number _ phonon modes that coupled in, and that this number appea_ to depend on the arbitrary

choice of quanr.ization volume.

Cai, _krcherti and 1_ have shown that this problem can be solved by coupling the electrons

to wave-packets of phonons that are localized m the vicinity of the quantum weil. But what shape
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shouldbechosenforthephm_n psckem?A method Bogolyubovdevelopedyearsagofordealingwith

transport,m flmdswm employed.Thismethodi_Itroducesa s_nallnumber of"macroscopic"variables

and adiakaticallyeliminatestheremaimngvariables.The resultisa reducedtransportequationfor

the slow variables.

An impm'tant physical decision must be made as to what theappropr_te "macrm¢opic" vari-

ables are. The choice we main for the slow va_,_bles was the reduced one-body density matrices of

both the electron and phonon gaL The beauty of this choice is that it permits one to retain off-

diagonal elements inqz and q'z, the components of wave vector perpendicular to the well walls,

Thus no choice has been made far tl_ shape of the wave packe_.

Because the kernel of the integral equation for the phonon density matrix is found m be a

product (more precisely a sum of four products) the natural procedure for solution of such an

integral equation leads to the phonon packet representation- N1m_ver, there is one choice of packet

for each quavtum well state. Thus at low temperatures in which only a small number of well states

are occupied, the number of equatioM is equal to the number of well states occupied. This good for-

tune means that the coupled integro-d_erential equations are reduced to a trivial number of coupled

ordinary differential equations. In this way, a rigorous approach to the paradox raised by Price also

leads to a practical method of solution-

Having brokentheGordianknotOf thepropermethodof coupling 2D electronsto3D pho-

nons, thesolutionofmany problemsofinterestarepossible.We havealreadyreporm_m theabove

paper,on non-equilil_iumelectron-phononscattenngm heterojunction_Becausetheelecu-onscou-

pledintoindividualphonon psckem,theequ/lihriumof thesepackem isapprecmblydisturbed,a

back-reactionsem up,and thesteadystateenergylcre rate ofa hotelectroncan be greatlyreduced.

A secondcalculationby Ca/,Marchettiand Laxssolvestheassociatedproblemoftune-dependentelec-

mm relaxation. Additional problems involve a strong electric field, mult.i_ublmnd occupation and

transport in the presence of a magnetic field.

The work on quasi2-D _ willbethesubjectofan invitedpaperatthenextinterna-

tionalconferenceon Hot ElectronsinSemiconductorL

(d) Noise In Small Syszeam

Because noisemay be an unit fsc-mr m the limim of achievement of roll syr_ems

mclud/ng hete_rm and se_ Lmer_we purlmm m consider the ck_¢elopment of mois

to calculate this noise. Although we already have an arsenal of tools on clamical noi_ _'t4 and
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quantum noise, Ls-r7 we expect that new techniques must be developed because of the quui-2D

nature of some sys_ms, and quantum nature of the motion perpendicular to the hetermm'uctune

wall

We have already seen that transport in elecu'on-phonon sys_n_ in non-equilibrium requires

the use of density .matrices and appropriately determined phonon wave-packem. The same will

clearly be true for noise in such srystemL

(e) laser Propagation in ",.he Atmosphere

The random problems aJcciaux/with propagation through a random medium containing par-

ticulate scarwrers including aercsok are well-known, but the emphasis has been on solutions for an

incident plane wave. The problem of dealing with an incident Gaussian beam, initially narrow in

both angle and transverse dimension has only recently been auempu_i. See Zardocki and Ger_L :zs

Chit_anvis. _ The need for a comprehensive treatment is clear.

(f) High Intensity Lab--r-Aerosol In_rac_ionJ

When a laser beam has high intensity, its i_terac_on with an aerosol becomes nonlinear.

Shocks and rarefaction waves can form at high powers. Evaporation wil.l be important at lower

powers and longer times. Such problems require a numerical treaunent on a large computer becau_

of their hyperbolic character and dependence of two space and one time variable. However, solution

of special cases e-q. of planar or spherical symmetry to provide testa of the available 2D hydrocodes

are desirable.

We propose m make use of CAVEAT, _° recently written 2D hydrocode revolving • half-

dozen authors over several years at Las AlamcL A scron_ pointof _ code is that it vermim the

handling of shocks by u'eating each cell side as LTit were a potential discontinuity boundary, lt then

applies Godonov's procedure treating each discontinuity as if it involved an infimte place and uses the

Riemann scaled solution of the latter problem.

I have questions concerning the accuracy with which the code accurately reflecm C,odonov'm

original ideas (as opposed to his original algorithm). Also Chitanvis has suggested, and I agree thatthe

scaling assumption in the Rieman solver il no longer valid when thermal en_ is released into the

system. The problem, therefore, bl m see ifcorrect_onJ mcorpora_ the new physics can be incor-

porated into the code without changes _at would disturb im c_erwise excellent featureL



(g) Reflection From Random Surfaces

An improved theory of scattering from rough random surfaces will be at_ml_ that

includes correlation effects on the surface and multiple scattering.

Somewhat more detailed d_-ription of the previous succe_, and proposed new work on the

topics mentioned above, are included in the sections written below by my studenm and research

ciates. A deta/]ed discussion is given below.

TRANSPORT PROPERTIF_ OF CARRIERS IN SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM WELL (Cal

and Zheng)

1. Nonequilibrium phonon effect on hot carrier ¢rmmport

Recent exeriments have shown that the presence of nonequilibrium optical phonons mducm

importanteffectson hot carrierpropertiesin semiconduc_rquantum wells.We have proposeda

descriptionofhotphonon dynan_m in quantum-wellstructuresthatproperly treats the couplingof

2D - carriersand 3D latt_ceexcitations7. Our approachrestson thederivationofa phonon kinetic

equationthatappliesinthepresenceofthestrongspatialiahomogeneitydue tocarrierconfinement

and on theintroductionofa "phononwave packet" represen_tion.We usedth_approachtoevalu-

atetheeffectofnonequilibriumopticalphononson relaxationofhotelectronsinheterojunctionsboth

ina steadystate7 and in a timedependentsituations. A reductionof theelectroncoolingrateof a

factor6-8 was obtainedin the _ceadystatecase,The suppressionof hot electronceolingiseven

strongerinthetimedependentcase.Bo_ resultsarem agreementw lthrecentexperiments,

Sincethepresenceof nonequilibriumopticalphononscangreatlyaffectthedmsibuticBrune.

tionofelectronsintheirrelaxationprocess,variouselectronpropertiesarechangeddu_ toth_ effect.

Previoustheoreticalresults,most of which arecalculatedbasedon theassumptionthatphononsan_

m equilibriumwith heatbath,shouldbereexamined.

Recentlywe arestudyingth_effectof nonequilibriun_opticalphononson hotelectronu-a_-

sport in heterojunctions in the presence of a uniform external strong electric field E. Scaueri_!

with remote impurities and acou_c phonons via both deformation potential and piezoelectric interac-

tion are included. The decay of the nonequilibrium LO phonons is described by a single relaxa_a
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time. Our initial resulm show that there are Unit etfecm on the electron transport due to prm-

ence of hot phononm. We find that reabsorkrcion of nonequilibrium optical phonons mcremm the

weak field-electron mokility. At high field the presence of nonequilibrium optical phonom enhances

electron temperataare much faster with the field than that in the case of equ/'Ubrium phonom and the

mobility normalized to im weak field value decreum faswr with the field than ok_med when the

LO phononsareinequilibrium.The occupationnumber of nonequilibriumLO phonom isstrongly

anisotropicinthedirectionofelectricfield.We alsostudythetimedependentevolutionprocemafter

applying an electric field. We find the time needed for approach to the steady state in the presence of

hot phonons becomes much longer than that m the equilibrium phonon case.31

A drifu_i temperature model and a single sublmnd approximation, however, are used in our

recent calculation. A more detail computation, which includm multi-mabbande and multi-valleys is

needed, especially, for the case that a high electric field is applied. A calculation of cooling rate of

hot eleca_ns in the case where the multi-subbands are occupied haz been worked ouT,_ which shows

that our description of "phonon wavepacket" can be used in multi-subhmds case without diJ_c_Ity.

Recently, we are also studying the nonequilibrium phonon effect on transport of holes in

quantum wells.

2. Transport of an electron-hole gas in a quanxum well

Recentlytherehasbeenmuch interestinthe2D semiconductorsystemwhere theelectrons

and holes coexist. The experimenm have shown that when a strong elec_ic field is applied to tlm

system,theelectronsand theholeshavedifferentdriftvelocitiesandd_erent temperatures._ Under

some specialcond/tionsithazbeendiscoveredthattheelectronJcan move alongpositivedirectionof

theexternalelectricfield--_ Nkmely,an •l_solutenegativemobilityofelectronsisshown. Inadditmn
!

to the scatteringof electronsand holm with phonon,and impuntim,the elecumn-holescattering

playsa importantroleinthetransportofthinsystem,which producesthe"elect_n-holedrag"effect.

We addremtothetransportphenomena m thissys_m,thedynamicscreeningeffectin th_

systemhasa specialform sinceelectron-holeinteractionisas/m_t aselectron-electron( hole-

hole)interaction.Alsoth_ m-reenmgeffectmake thecouplingofelectron-phonon(impurity)mterlu_-

tionwith hole-phonon(hnpunty)interaction.The subtmndw•veftmc_onsofelectronsand holesin

thissystemare.differentfrom thecasethatonlyelectrons(orholm)exu_ becausethecommon self-

consis_ntpotentialisa superpcmt/oncontributedfrom bothelectronsand holes.To our knowledge.

thesehave notbeencarefullyconsideredbefore.We have•Isoderived• setofcouplingequationsto

ob',_tm temperatures and mobilitim for both electrons and holm. The conditimm of tl_ al_olute
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negativemobilityofelectronswe otnamedisdi_erentfrom what shown in_vious papertryother

authors._ The _unmricalcomputationisinprogress.



WORK NEAR COMEPI._TION

(1).Seafaring from correlated pointsof a random rough surface

EM wave mattering from a random rough surface arisesin many areasof scienceand

engineering,such as atomic scatteringfrom a solidsurface.,and remote sensmg for Earth tvrraim

When the correlationl_ug_.hand varianceof roughnessare much largerthan the wavelength,the

KJxckhoffapproximationisapplied.The varmblesof the roughness heightsand slopesof the specular

points,have previouslybeen dealtwith asmdependent.Therefore,the contribt_,tionfrom such corre-

lationwas totallyomitted.In the high frequencygroat,the scatteredintensityfinallyisonly a sum-

marion from independentstationarypoinm

However, our study elucidatesthatfor any parrof specularpointsm one Fresnelzone,as

long as theixdistanceisnot largerthan the correlationlength(notethatthe lattermight be much

largerthan the wavelength),the roughnessheightsand slopesarecorrelated..Notethatmost contri-

butiontothe scatteredimensity happen tocome from trissmall region.The contributionsfrom these

correlationsare appreciable,and should be taken intoaccountforcomputationof the scatteredinten-

sity.A generalapproach and analyticformulationto take account c_fthe correlationhave been

developed.The differencecaused by the correlatlontsdiscussed,and numericalresultsare alsop.,_-

videdin the manuscript.

(2).Multiple scatteringfrom a randomly rough surface

Solutionforscatteringfrom a randomly rough surfacehas beenachievedby the well-known

methods of KJ.rchhoffapproximation,small Perzurt_ationtheory4_'4s,and recentlyt_ythe fullwave_

approach, and others. However, them approaches generally axe restricted to the single scatu:ring

approximation..Vmltiple interactions of a scattered wave w lth the surface were disregarded. The

multiple scattering theory for a randomly rough surface ( mostly, for a perfect conducting surface )

has been discuss_.d by using a dingrammattc method, so Stochastic Fourier transformation, smooth-

ingsl.s2 method, et_. However, these discussions are largely format, and the emphasis is on the ana-

lytic structure of the integral equation of scattered field. These methods do not seem to be tractable

enough yet to quantitatively assess the effect of multiple scattering.

We wish is to develop an explicit formula to take multiple scattering into account. The polar-

ized scattered power from a randomly rough surface kS contributed to not only by single scattered

waves, but also by those high order scattered waves which undergo re-incident and re-bounced
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scatteringsinvariousdirections.The multiplescatteredfieldisrepresentedasa Born series.By using

the stationaryphasemethod, the scatteredfieldwith the singlescatteringassumptionhasbeen previ-

ously obtained.For the double scattering,the scatteredpower iscontributedby thoses'tatts-tically

distributedpairsof the stationarypoints,which are illuminated,not obscur_i,and thereisno obsta-

clebetween them. Shadowing functionsaxe obtainedby making use of the method of random vari-

ableovershootsto the determinant ray.The polarizedmattered fieldsfor double scatteringcan be

expressedby :.hesequential-scatterings( second-orderBorn approximation) and shadowing factors.

Then. an explicitformula forthe bistaticdoublescatteringintensitycan be s'tatts'ticallyot_ainect,and

by iterationthe higherorderscatteringcan be estimated.Thus, the contributiontothe polarizedscat-

teredpower from high orderscatteringfrom a randomly rough surfacewith givenstatisticscan be

evaluated.Functionaldependence of the scatteringand numerical calculationsare obtained,and dis-

cussedin themanuscript.

LIGHT TRANSMISSION IN A PARTICULATE MED_ (B.Yudanin)

Light propagation through an optically tkick particulate medium is baslcally a multiple -

scattering problem in which rays or photons traverse a medium of scatterers and undergo many

scattering events before escaping. A natural framework to deal wi;_ this type of problem kS provlded

by the theory of radiative transfer. The linear Boltzman equation - m the context of rad_auve

energy also termed the equation of transfer - governs the radiatlt)n field m a medium that absorbs,

emits, and scatters radiation.

The complexity of the equation of transfer forces one to implement numerical methods of

solution. Unfortunately, such calculations become a rather formidable task even on the most power-

ful supercomputers available today.

Due te the numeri_l complexities, an importaat aspect of transport theory involves develop-

merit of simpler approximate descriptions. The well-known small-angle approxtrnatlon procedure pro-

vides an example of the algorithm applicable to scattering from panicles wlth highly anlsotroplc

phase function. When the particle density is sufficiently tenuo,u& a single-scattering approx.tmatlon ts

adequate. When the scattering is nearly isotropic, a diffusion approximation becomes adequate even In

the presence of absorption. With moderate anisotropy, the quantitative measure of which ts the

mean cosine of the scattering angle, the diffuslon approximation gives relatively slmple and good solu-

tions when the particle volume density is high. Of course, the diffusion equation will contain the

necessary absorptive term.

One way to simplify the transport equation is to reduce it to a form of three simultaneous
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partial differential equations for the reduced field amplitude, the forward- and backscattered trradj-

ances. The scattering and diffusion coefficients lt these equations will be defined m terms of .Mie func-

tions. The determination of tho_e coefficients will be one of the main aspects of our mvesugatmn_

The theory which we are planning to develop will be based on multiple-scattering theory.

As a starting point in our mvestigauon we consider the correlation function of the electric

field of the radiation of frequency oJ and velocity c.

r _ r. w

IXR,r, fl,oa) = E(R + _-;fl + T) E*(R - _,fl- -_--) (1)

The Fourier transform of r with respect to r and w is proportional to the intemkity of radiation at R

with wave vector q. This quantity can be expressed m terms of the average of the product of two

Green's functions.

To get a generalized transport equatmn for the intensity of the radiation in the presence _f

randomly distributed scatterers we will first oUtam an integral equation for the correlation functmn

r in the approximation which is consistent with a CPA for the average field E.

First we introduce the coherent dielectric constant e c and the _ ,herent Green's functma Gr,

such that there will be no scattering on the average from such a medla (e.g., the average 7" - matrix

is zero). This will lead to the condition that the average Green's functl_,n of the field us equal to the

coherent one.. The coherent potentlal and the corresponding coherent Green's functmn can be found

self consistently as was done m any stasdard C.P.A calculation for, say, liquid - type dusorder.

As stated above, to find intensity we need to know the average of the product of two Green's

functions at different space-time poin_ An equation, consts'tem with the C.P.A for the average of the

product of two Green's function_ will contain as a kernel an average of the product of the t

-matrices for the scatterer, irnl'_,.dded into otherw_ coherent medlum

After some manipulations arrive into a familiar form of a dtfferentlal transport equat,om

i [ _ _.-_-+ q'V ] P'"_ (R, q,t ) -,- 2 fa R '_I,'_ (R-R ',q) _ (R ', q,t )

, 0 , ,, O_qx t (q+q , --._---q ) t *(q--q ') I" (R',q ', r ')

To get a set of equations for the intensities and amplitudes of the form of the diffusion and the small



angle transport, w'e will decompcme the t -matrix for the scatterer into a small angle part and the

uniform (large angle) part., which will be separately responsible for the arismg par'axial and dtffusion

.equations for" the transport, lt seems to be reasonable to incorporate the wide angle scattering into a

new "coherent medium ", and to keep the small angle part of the mattering in the kernel of the equa-

tion (.2).

In our followingwork we plan tosxmplifythisfulltransportequationto the form of cou-

pledequationsforthe small angleand forthe diffumonscattering.We alsoplan toget a numerical

solutionofthatsystemof equations.

LASER GENERATION OF SHOCK WAVES IN DROPLETS (C. I... Wang)

The generationof shock waves in dropletsby laserbeam illuminationhas been studiedin

recentyears.The dropletsare fu_theatedup by irradiationof laserbeams,then expand and explode,

producingshock waves and rarefactionwaves. The problem is involved in two aspects,electro--

,_ynamicand hydrodynamic. The firstaspecttstoconsiderthe interactionbetween electromagnetic

waves and smalldropletswhich causesthe energytransferfrom laserbeams towater droplets.This

procedureisgovernedby Maxwell equations.The secondaspectis,,the investigatehydrodynamical

responsewhich isdeterminedby a setofconservationequations(r_,L_momentum and energy).The

two set of equationsare stronglycoupled through sourceterms Ln the prtmitxveequationsand

through theconstitutiverelations.

The feedbackamongst the variouselectromagneticand hydrodynamical equatlonscan give

riseto very unusual behavior.In fact,incomputer simulationsone mlght be hard pressedtod_'tln-

guishthe truephysicalbehaviorfrom numericalrubbish-However, the two very differentaspectsoi"

the problem suggest that much can be learned by attacking them separately at the s-taru For exam-

pie, the hyarodynamic equations can be solved a_mmg the dl:_orption of laser radiation is know n.

We propose to emphasize first the hydrodynamacal aspects of this problem. To a first approxi-

mation, the effect of E.MR on a small droplet is to generate heat w_ttun the droplet due to at_orptxon.

The rate at which the heat is generated determines the response of the droplet. The heating can vary.

over a wide range as determined by the complex index of refraction, the intensity of the rad,_tion

source, and the optical size of the droplet= The droplet shows an equally w ide range of response, from

slow evaporationtoexplosion.

A largebody of literaturehas developedconsideringmany aspectsof thisproblem.For exam-

ple,the articlesby Carisand Brock_°,Lax and YudaRm _, [h-isltivalko_5,and Chitanv_ _ illustrate

_



the wide range of e@ec_ thatare beingconsidered.Mosz of the current work acklressmga realistic

simu.lationof the hydrodynamics has dealtwith the slow vaporizationregime ( see,for Lnsu_nce,

Armstrong sv_ and Sagmv "W

We will work on the explosive vaporization regime of thi.q problem. In this regime convec-

tive effects dominate diffusive effects, Convective effects are driven by an imbalance in pressu're field.

Convection becomes important when the vapor pressure of the evaporating droplet becomes compar-

able to the pressure of the surrounding gas. Under these conditions, the rate of evaporation is greater

than the rate at which diffusion can "conduct" mass away from the droplet. As the temperature and,

therefore, the vapor pressure and the evaporation rate of the droplet rise, convection becomes an

effective mechanism for the main transport away from the droplet. At higher temperatures it

becomes the dominant mechanism.

We propose to choose a simple Out very dynamic test problem as a first step towards develop-

ing a general solution for the convectlon dominated regime. By cho_mng a relatively simple hydro-

dynamical system, we can concentrate on skmulatmg the physical properties of the droplet reaListi-

cally. This in turn will help us determine what other physics (such as nucleation and panicle

growth) might arise due to strong convecuve effects. The problem that we are planning to solve can

be posted as follow¢ a pure water droplet, small compared with the wavelength of the incident

light, is subject to a very short, very intense pulse of laser radiation. The optical size of the droplet is

in the Rayleigh limit, thus it absortm energy uniformly. In one special case, the very short duration

of the pulse can ensure that the heating process ends before any fluid motion occurs. This implies

that the droplet heats at constant volume.

Heating the droplet at constant volume causes its pressure to increase enormou,sly (as high as

3000 atmospheres). The high pru_mure causes the droplet to e.-.pand violently against the atmosphere.

The strong dyaam.ics generate shack, waves and ass_iated shock heating tn some rf,gions, and adia-

batic expansion, cooling, and the possibility of nucleation m other regions. We plan to consider all

these pomibiIities in our work.

A Lagrangian-Eulerian rezoning code, CAVEAT _, from Los Alamos ts in the development

stage., which can numerically solve the equations of transient, multimaterial, compressible fluid

dynamics. This code employs the Godunov techmque, which allows close coupling between cell-

centered pressure and velocity fields and serves as the basis for handling jump dtsconnection between

regions of fluid. The ingenious Godunov method has the virtue of treating any real discontinuity the

fluid may contain more realistically than other known methods including the viscosity methods do,

because the methods eventually treat each mesh point as if it has a discontinuity. But the Godunov



method essentially makes use of the Riemann solver, which came from an analytically solvable one-

dimensional tube problem. The Riemann solver is based on a scaling assumption not vahd m the

presence of source terms. The applicability of the unmodified C_,¢x2unov method' must be examined.

In the mean time, we try to do a parallel t_U We plan to modify our existing code, which uses the

POST package, to calculate a s_aple s'pherical problem with a umformly heating source. The results

will be compared with the one gotten from CAVEAT. If the result came from the CAVEAT is not

satisfied, a modification to the Godunov technique is certainly needed before m_g use of CAVEAT

in the presence of strong thermal sources.
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